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Pablo Reinoso, Up Rooted, 2020.
© Rodrigo Reinoso. Courtesy studio Pablo Reinoso & Xippas.

<J� FWJ� UQJFXJI� YT� FSSTZSHJ� 5FGQT� 7JNSTXTѣX� �WXYܪ XTQT�
exhibition at Xippas Paris, in parallel with the “Débordements” 
exhibition presented at the Domaine national de Chambord 
2F^� �XY� �� 8JUYJRGJW� �YM��� 9MJ� FWYNXY� MFX� YFPJS� T[JW� YMJ�
Y\Tܫ�TTWX�TK�YMJ�LFQQJW^�YT�YWFSXKTWR�YMJR�NSYT�F�UQFHJ�TK�
experimentation, where the materials are freed from their 
WNLNINY^�FSI�HTRJ�YT�QNKJ��1NPJ�\NQI�UQFSYX��\TTI�FSI�RJYFQ�
escape of their own accord. They proliferate, crawling along 
\FQQX�FSIܫ�TTWX�TW�YFPNSL�WTTY�TS�YMJ�HJNQNSLX��9MJ�J]MNGNYNTS��
of institutional ambition, presents iconic pieces and more 
WJHJSY�UWTIZHYNTSX��GZY�FQXT�XTRJ�WFWJ�FSI�MNXYTWNHFQ�\TWPX��
enabling a perspective over time. 

5FGQT�7JNSTXT�GTWS�NS������NS�&WLJSYNSF��NX�PST\S�KTW�MNX�
multidisciplinary practice that transforms functional objects 
from the world of architecture and design into entities in 
their own right. Following four principles that he borrows 
from wild nature - reproduction, exuberance, branching 
and expansion - he “greens” inanimate elements. Once 
YWFSXKTWRJI�� YMJ^� GQZW� YMJ� GTZSIFWNJX� GJY\JJS� �LZWFYNTSܪ
and abstraction, but also between inside and outside, and 
call our relationship to space and landscapes into question.

&KYJW�MNX�TGXJXXNTS�\NYM�YMJ�9MTSJY�HMFNW��YMJܪ�WXY�NSIZXYWNFQ�

design object in history, which he has reinterpreted 
NS� YMTZXFSIX� TK� \F^X�� 5FGQT� 7JNSTXT� YFHPQJI� RTWJ�
anonymous protagonists – tools, benches, frames. With 
a spirited lightness and a humour proper to his gesture, 
he removed them from the space of their usefulness 
FSI� YWFSXUQFSYJI� YMJR� NSYT� YMJ� �JQIܪ TK� UQF �̂� 9MZX�� YMJ�
crosspieces of the benches are loosened, curled, and 
carried away in an improvised dance. The frames unframe 
and no longer serve to delimit the space, but to invade it. 
9MJ� \FQQX� IJHTRUTXJ� FSI� XJJR� TS� YMJ� GWNSP� TK� HWFXMNSL�
QNPJ�\F[JX��&QRTXY�KZSHYNTSFQ��GZY�STY�VZNYJ��5FGQT�7JNSTXTѣX�
oxymoron-sculptures harbour a contradiction and embody 
a suspended movement. A “mobile immobility,” to use 
2NHMJQ�8JWWJXѣ�IJܪSNYNTS�

&SI� ^JY�� 5FGQT� 7JNSTXTѣX� \TWPX� IT� STY� RJWJQ^� IN[JWY� YMJ�
elements of language proper to the aesthetics of design. 
They are rooted in a broader vision, with biomorphic motifs. 
This vision is characterised by a deep respect for nature, 
an ethical stance, but also a real fascination, to the point 
TK� NRNYFYNTS�� \MNHM� ZSIJWQNJX� MNX� UWFHYNHJ�� +WTR� MNX� �WXYܪ
XHZQUYZWJX�IFYNSL�GFHP�YT�YMJ���X��5FGQT�7JNSTXT�XTZLMY�YT�
enliven the sculpted material and bring out anthropomorphic 
KTWRX��-J�UWTIZHJI�MNX�ѦFWYNHZQFYJI�YWZSPXѧ�FSI�STYFGQ^�El 
Virapita��������F�MNXYTWNHFQ�\TWP�NS�\MNHM�WTZSIJI�\TTIJS�
KWFLRJSYX��QNPJ�GTSJXܪ��Y�YTLJYMJW�FSI�HWJFYJ�PSTYX��<J�XJJ�
NS�NY�YMJ�UWNSHNUQJ�TK�FWYNHZQFYNTS��INWJHYQ^�QNSPJI�YT�YMJ�MZRFS�
body. Nature becomes humanised. It does not borrow man’s 
KFHJ��GZY�MNXܫ�JXM��\MNHM�NY�UZXMJX�YT�FGXYWFHYNTS�YT�JRGTI^�
the mutual vitality of the two.

9MJ�XJFWHM�KTW�[NYFQNY^�YFPJX�FSTYMJW�KTWR�NS�MNX�Respirantes 
sculptures, where a minimalist square comes alive 
and begins to move. The starting point for this series, 
which began in the 1990s and has been updated over 
the past decade, is a bold question: “how to sculpt the 
unsculptable?” In this case, air, accompanied by fabric, and 
HTSXJVZJSYQ^� G^� YMJ� XJ\NSL� RFHMNSJ�� YFPJX� YMJ� UQFHJ� TK�
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wood or metal and becomes the primary material. The goal 
remains the same: to embody the vital momentum. Thus, 
the air is transformed into breath – that of life – and then 
NSYT� GWJFYMNSL�� \MNHM�� QNPJ� YMJ� GJFYNSL� TK� YMJ� MJFWY�� LN[JX�
WM^YMR�YT�J[JW^�QN[NSL�GJNSL��9MJ�WJXZQY�NX�F�RJINYFYN[J�\TWP�
that invites us to align ourselves with it and to follow our 
own breath, as in mindfulness meditation practices. The 
XHZQUYZWJ�FQXT�J[TPJX�XUJJHM�FSI�YMJ�FHY�TK�NSYWTXUJHYNTS�
evacuated through psychoanalytic practices.

.S�5FGQT�7JNSTXTѣX�RTXY�WJHJSY�\TWPX��Y\T�SJ\�INWJHYNTSX�
FUUJFW�� 9MJ� �WXYܪ NSHQZIJX� YMJ� YWJJX� KWTR� YMJ� ‘Up Rooted’ 
cycle, in which elements of natural appearance transform 
NSYT� YMJNW� TUUTXNYJ�� WJNSKTWHNSL� YMJNW� [NWYZTXT� FWYNܪHNFQNY �̂�
Thus, the branches of trees, moulded and cast in bronze, 
“transgress” their frozen form to embody a dancing 
FGXYWFHYNTS�� 8ZUUTWYJI� G^� RJYFQ� WTIX� QNPJ� UWTXYMJXJX�� MNX�
sculptures appear simultaneously immobilised, almost 
HWZHNܪJI�� GZY� FQXT� QNGJWFYJI�� YMFSPX� YT� YMJ� XJWUJSYNSJ�
movement of the steel component. There is something 
robotic about his android-trees, where technology 
HTRUQJRJSYX�SFYZWJ�YT�WJRFPJ�FSI�XZUUTWY�NY�
  
9MJ� XJHTSI� INWJHYNTS� WJFUUJFWX� YMWTZLM� YMJ� .SINFS� NSP�
drawings that Pablo Reinoso began to create during the 
QTHPIT\S�FSI�YMFY�MJ�HFQQX�Éclosions. The format may seem 
surprising, but this would be forgetting that his gesture as 
a sculptor is always preceded by that of a draftsman, and 
YMFY� MNX� XHZQUYZWJX� FWJ� QNPJ� IWF\NSLX� NS� XUFHJ�� JXUJHNFQQ^�
\MJS� YMJ^� IJYFHM� YMJRXJQ[JX� KWTR� YMJNW� ѦTGOJHY�QNPJѧ�
nature to move towards abstraction. Thus, this transition 
to an intimate, two-dimensional format seems logical, 

especially since the subject is inspired by the poetry of the 
RNHWTXHTUNH��TK�[NGWFYNSL�HJQQX��1NKJ�NX�QTHPJI�NS�YMJXJ�KWFLNQJ�
RJRGWFSJX�� QNPJ� F� HTNQJI� UTYJSYNFQNY �̂� NS� F� KTJYFQ� XYFYJ�� .Y�
preserves itself there, waiting to be ready to assert itself in 
existence, generating “landscapes, movement, waves, life, 
YNRJ��GWJFYMNSL�ѧ�8HZQUYNSL�QNKJ�KTWRX�NS�RFYYJW�����

Pablo Reinoso is a Franco-Argentine artist who has lived and worked in 
Paris since 1978. 
His work has been exhibited in international institutions and in the 
framework of major artistic events, including the Musée d’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris, the Georges Pompidou Centre, the Museum of 
Modern Art of Buenos Aires, the Museum of Arts and Design in New 
York, the Grassi Museum in Leipzig, the Boghossian Foundation in 
Brussels, the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum, the MUDAC in Lausanne, 
the CID – Centre d’innovation et de design at Grand Hornu, the Venice 
Biennale, the FIAC Hors-les-murs, the Bienalsur and AGORA, the Biennale 
of Bordeaux. His works are part of the collections of the MALBA and 
the Museum of Modern Art of Buenos Aires, the Fonds national d’art 
contemporain in Paris, the Museum of Modern Art in São Paulo, the 
MACRO Rosario and the MUSAC in Leon in Spain.

From May 1st to September 4th, 2022, the Domaine national de 
Chambord (France) devotes a monumental exhibition to him.
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